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It is not a simple undertaking to coordinate precision activities such as travelling,
scheduling and planning financial phases for an artist unless you are a tour manager. However,
being a tour manager does not necessarily mean that everything will be in its place in the daily
routine. In order to get the work done with a brilliant performance, there is a need of additional
effort from the organizer (Mancini 12). I consider Michael Hesbon, a tour manager of a small
scale tourism firm, to be a great example of this highly valuable occupation.
Michaels’ achievements as a tour manager were easily defined by his intrinsic admirable
traits and nurtured skills such as effective planning techniques. Scheduling is a key tool in
ensuring success in all spheres of life. In order to plan well, time management is very critical. It
gives Michael a sense of control and charge over the activities to be implemented. A successful
tour manager should be able to organize the time effectively. Besides, the significance of
communication cannot be underestimated in both the planning and execution levels of actions
related to a tour. In my opinion, Michael Hesbon has effective communication skills, and this
gives him a competitive advantage in the field of tourism. Good interpersonal experience can be
considered very important in relating to other people. Moreover, travelling and coordination of
activities require that social skills are impeccable in order to establish the right relationship with
people (Mancini 83). This is an aspect that Michael Hesborn has emphasized on in order to make
himself successful in the field of tourism. Additionally, he is very creative and inspiring which
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makes him versatile in even seemingly difficult environments. Being creative enables the
manager to solve petty issues in the least amount of time possible, while at the same time
instilling people’s confidence in his work.
Michael Hesbon is also very ambitious with the zeal to outdo his best all the time. Every
other trip coordinated by him is a better and an improved version of the previous one. This
implies that the tour manager should be committed in his routine work and ready to improve his
weaknesses in order to realize the final goals and objectives of the organization.Other inherent
traits such as being hardworking, honest and trustworthy are also an important package to a good
tour manager. Michael has all these qualities, and this determines him to enhance the success of
his job.

